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Pho are a chain of 33 restaurants around the UK.  
They specialise in authentic Vietnamese food.  
Coming out of Christmas, they needed a campaign 
to take them through to Easter to drive sales and 
push brand awareness. We gathered insight and 
research to inform our response. We found that in 
January and the following months, consumers are 
looking for healthy food options, but they’re also 
looking for pick-me-up experiences to boost mood 
in the winter months. The main ask was to highlight 
the health and wellbeing benefits of the whole  
Pho experience. 
We focused on the naturally low calorie dishes,  
abundant health benefits, and the overall joy that  
a Pho experience has to offer.
Working together with our copy writer, we chose a 
campaign headline and supporting messages that 
shouted about the raw and fresh ingredients  
available at Pho, and the effect the dishes could  
have on the consumers. 
Combining typography and colourful, dynamic  
images of ingredients, the designs create a fresh 
visual representation of the Pho dishes and 
compliment the brand’s USPs. 
Disciplines: concept creation, typography,  
animation direction, image editing, and layout.

Pho - Fresh Flavour 
Energy
New year campaign



Pho - Fresh Flavour Energy
Socials



Pho - Fresh Flavour Energy
Homepage takeover animation

I created the designs with movement and animation in mind. When the campaign 
assets feature on digital platforms, the typography and images of ingredients  
animate playfully, whether that’s springing from bowls, exploding in to frame or  
being sprinkled in from above. The moving images represent the effects that a  
bowl of ‘Fresh Flavour Energy’ can have on the consumers.



Pho - Fresh Flavour Energy
Emails



We were asked to create a campaign to  
encourage people who are un-vaccinated  
against HPV to have the jab. The campaign  
would feature in out-of-home spots and across 
their Online Doctor digital platforms.
I wanted to create a visual representation of a  
virus, (without using the cliché graphics we are  
now all too aware of). I illustrated a set of shapes 
and patterns that looked a little murky and  
ominous. The illustrations would frame a series  
of hard hitting facts which alerted the audience  
to the dangers of HPV. 
On animations and social content I introduced  
a stark white background filtering in to show the 
virus clearing away as the call to action appeared.
The roundel posing the question ‘had yours yet’ 
was used as a conversation starter and could be 
rolled out to social channels to  
encourage audience engagement.
Client signed off the creative with no revisions.  
This was then rolled out by a creative art worker 
and an animator with my direction.
Disciplines: Concept creation, Illustration,  
art direction.

Lloyds Pharmacy
HPV Vaccine campaign





BMW 
CRM digital campaign

Pitch concept for BMW CRM system, to propel sales of new  
BMW electric models using targeted marketing. We were asked  
to create a website design acting as a customer portal for all BMW  
customers and prospective customers, to help them learn more 
about the BMW electric vehicles and the benefits of owning one. 
The portal was supported by target emails that used personalised 
data to talk directly to each customer.

We used the newly updated BMW branding and extending this 
through a range of treated photography and typography layouts. 

Disciplines: digital design, layout design,  
type setting, photo editing.





Heathrow 
Zero carbon campaign
We helped Heathrow Airport to communicate their carbon zero initiative to their  
colleagues to be Carbon Zero by 2050. Our content team created the ‘Journey2Zero’ 
strapline that the campaign was based around. I helped to build out the zero graphic, 
testing different treatments and layouts to working out how to give the campaign the 
best visual impact it needed to cut through the many other campaigns that were being 
delivered to Heathrow colleagues at the time. Working with the content team I helped 
to build multiple campaign assets that featured all over the airport, each placement 
needed a tailored headline that would fit into to colleagues working day, whether it be 
in the canteen, on the commute home or across the Heathrow intranet. 

Disciplines: digital design, layout design, type setting, photo editing. artworking for print.

Sketches & tests



Leaving your car at home for just one day a week 
will make a difference to your carbon footprint.

with the Way2Go challenge! Find out  
how at heathrow.com/commuter

THE 
CARBON FREE 
WAY2GO! 

Join our

JOURNEY2ZERO

More plant-based meals are now  
available in all our colleague restaurants.

LOW  
CARB? TRY 
LOW CARBON.

Try something different today!

Join our

JOURNEY2ZERO

We’re restoring UK peatlands to  
offset our carbon footprint.

Search ‘Carbon Campaign’ on HUB+  
to find out what we’re doing to  
cut our carbon footprint.

SMALL 
CHANGES,  
BIG STEPS. 

Join our

JOURNEY2ZERO

Since 1990, we’ve made a 93% reduction  
in carbon emissions from the energy used  
by our terminals and fixed infrastructure.

Be part of the #CarbonSaver  
conversation on Buzz and Yammer.

IT’S  
TIME TO  
TALK ABOUT 
CARBON. 

Join our

JOURNEY2ZERO

CARBON.  
IT’S TIME  
TO ZERO IN. 
We are now a carbon neutral airport,  
and we’re committed to being zero  
carbon by 2050.

Join our

JOURNEY2ZERO
Be part of the #CarbonSaver conversation on Buzz and Yammer.

Final outcomes

CARBON.  
IT’S TIME
TO ZERO IN.
We are now a carbon neutral airport, and we’re 
committed to being zero carbon by 2050.

Join our

JOURNEY2ZERO
Search ‘Carbon Campaign’ on HUB+ to find  
out what we’re doing to cut our carbon footprint.
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The brief was to create some ‘disruptive and impactful’  
digital graphics for the new initiative ‘Unleash You’, 
which encouraged colleagues to use all the  
learning tools and resources available to them to further 
their personal development and career progression.
The designs needed to grab attention when positioned 
on the already crowded colleague comms outlets. 
I used a surreal collage style to show the amount of  
opportunity and possibilities available to colleagues. 
The script font combined with Avenir, (the LBG  
brand font), compliments the illustrative collage  
style of the images.
I used hands, or models with faces covered to help  
the campaign be relatable to all colleagues.
Disciplines: concept creation, Illustration, collage 
image editing, motion graphics

Lloyds Banking Group 
Unleash You campaign



Lloyds Banking Group 
Unleash You campaign

I also created a series animations, that would be  
shared across social platforms. The animations were  
in a crude and quirky style to reflect the surreal style  
of the graphics. The images were ‘unleashed’  
from a hole in the ground, denoting the elevation  
and growth that is possible. 
Link to animations:
Amazing
Knowledge
Time
Conversations



Room to Breathe are an cleaning company that pledge 
to protect large industrial spaces such as  
offices, care homes and hotels from viruses and  
bacteria, using their bespoke, science-backed methods.
They came to us needing a brand refresh, with just a 
logo and a colour pallet which they wanted to keep.
I proposed they change the format of their logo so  
the text was legible at smaller formats, and better  
balanced to fill space. I then looked at the forms in their 
logo to see what we could expand on to create other 
brand assets. 
Developing on the arcs and curves, I created an image  
treatment that represents the RTB services. A section of 
the cyan arc fades in and out around the subjects in the 
images to create a protection barrier that is always  
present in a space, protecting people and surfaces. 
Disciplines: Brand development.

Room to Breathe
Brand Refresh

Existing logo

New formatted logo



Room to Breathe
Good guys concept

Working with our copy writer, and expanding on the brand shapes,  
I created a concept that summed up the brand and what they do.  
I used the dark dots in the background to represent ‘ bad guys’-  
bacteria that is present everywhere, and replaced these with the cyan 
RTB shapes to show the ‘bad guys’ being eliminated in a  
Pac-Man-esque way. The aim was for this to be animated so  
eventually all the dark dots had been taken over with cyan shapes.



As Slim Chicken’s design agency we were tasked with  
creating a campaign message along with some  
impressive graphics to shout about the opening of  
their new flagship store in London.
The client was confident that our team understand the 
company’s KSPs, audience and graphic style, and so left 
the brief completely open.
The deliverables were a full bus wrap, lots of out of home 
spots, and a huge banner for the building, along with  
social animations.
I created the ‘something has dropped’ concept which 
comprised of chicken tenders ‘dropping’ from the sky on 
to a black background.
The black contrasted with the brand red made for a really 
eye catching design for the bus wrap and OOH spots.
I worked with our motion designer to create  
an animation that appeared on digi-screens  
in-store and across the clients social channels.
Disciplines: concept creation, large format print.

Slim Chickens
London opening





Building on the campaign for the London 
opening, Slim Chickens wanted to creat  
something similar for their first Ireland store.
I proposed that we create all OOH launch assets 
in a mural style, as and ode to the rich heretige 
of mural art Belfast is famous for. I created an 
effect to make the Chicken images look like they 
had been painted, and added a spray-paint  
effect to the text.

Slim Chickens
Belfast opening



I was briefed to create a look and feel for a new online  
food brand that offered premium Fish & Chip delivery in  
and around the London area with an aim to rival  
existing fish & chip chains such as Harry Ramsdens.
I created the brand look and feel as well as initial ideas for 
an awareness campaign. 
The client wanted to hold onto the British traditions and  
values associated with a ‘chippy tea’ whilst looking  
contemporary and working on social and digital platforms.
The bright colours and playful shapes denote a fun and 
simple brand that don’t take their selves too seriously, 
whilst the photography and language used shows the 
quality of their offering.
Disciplines: concept creation, logo design, branding,  
campaign creation.

Fish & chip Co. 
Branding & awareness campaign



What's  
YOUR 
SAUCE?

Bringing the 
best quality 
Fish & Chips 
straight to  
your door.

BEANS
    BABY
        BEANS

EASY
PEA-SY



The Civil Aviation Authority and the Department for Transport asked ICF to help launch  
and manage their new fund to help small airfield and aviation businesses to prosper.

They needed a brand that felt fresh and independent but that sat with the current CAA and DfT 
branding to give it the authentication it needs, so we needed to work with their colours and fonts. 
The brief was to emulate a sense of ‘Britishness, growth and represent the aviation industry. 

I took their logo ‘swoosh’ and colour palette and combined them to make a new stand alone 
brand that complimented the existing CAA  branding. I sourced new photography that  
complimented the colours and tones of the brand. I implemented the design across a range  
of digital platforms including emails, social posts and campaign tool-kit.

Disciplines: concept creation, logo design, branding, digital design.

The Department for Transport  
Airfield Development Fund launch

Sketches & tests



About this toolkit
This toolkit offers a clear, unified message to help our  
community understand the Airfield Development Advisory  
Fund (ADAF) and encourage applications.  

We’ve created campaign assets which act as building blocks 
for effective communication. Please follow the guidelines  
and use the ADAF assets as appropriate to empower your 
communication schedule and channel strategy.  

This toolkit includes:  

• The ADAF narratives  
• Visual identity & photography 
• Assets 
• Other tips for sharing

The Airfield Development Advisory Fund will provide  
airfield owners, operators, associated businesses  
and local authorities access to expert advisory services.  

The way we talk about the fund is key to spreading the  
word effectively and concisely. Our narrative is here to help 
guide us on this journey to make the UK the best place in  
the world for GA.  

The ADAF Narrative
A clear tone of voice 
The way we talk when introducing  
anyone to the ADAF must be: 
• Relevant 
• Collaborative 
• Realistic 
• Accessible 

The fund will be launched to provide accessible services,  
to relevant businesses. It is collaborative, building realistic  
and actionable long-lasting relationships.

See the fund  
narrative in  

action on our 
website

When you’re sharing…

Social is a great tool for spreading the word about the  
ADAF and the work it will do. But again, consistency is  
key.  When sharing comms around the fund, ask yourself: 

• Does the selected message and imagery promote the  
desired action from applicants?  

• Are the images or copy from the ADAF toolkit?  

• Is the spelling and grammar checked?

• Is there a link through to an ADAF relevant site  
with my post or email?  

• Have you added an alt text with an image to be  
compliant with accessibility?

Did you see an ADAF post on social media?  
You can also like/react or re-share a post you see on ADAF  
to help amplify the message. Interactions build our audience. 

 Do you need a specific size for your email banner?  
Please reach out to airfields@icf.com

Final outcomes



Sketches & tests

Ivy 
House Ivy House

Ivy HouseIvy 
House

Brand creation for start-up fostering agency, Ivy House. The client wanted to  
incorporate the idea of ‘growing and developing strong roots’ and so I created  
the a selection of ivy leaves in different colours and sizes as a supporting graphic  
to compliment the logo. They also wanted to see a vibrant colour scheme that had  
a friendly feel whilst still being professional.
Disciplines: concept creation, logo design, branding, Illustration and layout.

Ivy House Fostering Agency 
Branding & launch campaign



Final outcomes



Thank you

danielle.graham92@hotmail.co.uk
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